Kaltura CaptureSpace™
Presentation Capture Made Easy
Whether in education or enterprise, video-based learning is on the rise. Until now,
producing quality teaching videos has been technically difficult, expensive, and
painstakingly time-consuming. Kaltura CaptureSpace combines painless recording,
automated publishing, and interactive viewing to enable easy media capture in class,
at the oﬃce, at home, or on-the-go.
TM

Content creators capture multi-stream recordings of up to three video inputs
synchronized with a PowerPoint presentation or screen capture. Viewers can
navigate to desired content, search through slide text, switch between video
streams, and view picture in picture. CaptureSpace makes it simple to create
searchable, interactive video that can be viewed on any device at any time.
TM

Key Features
• Captures up to 3 video inputs from any camera connected to the computer
• Automatically generated, editable slides
• Built-in screen annotation tools
• Editing features including trimming, chopping, and adding chapters, titles, and
• Integration with automatic caption
generation tools, such as Kaltura REACH
• Seamless uploading to LMS and Kaltura
MediaSpace
TM

• Automatic content and metadata
ingestion and transcoding for viewing on
any device
• Integration with Kaltura Management
Console for player conﬁguration, playlists,
discovery, and more
• Side-by-side playback of slides and
audio/video
• In-video search
• HTML5 content playback

• Easy: Automatically captures
audio, screen or PowerPoint, and
video from up to three sources
simultaneously, so creators can
record in any environment
• Seamless: Pre-integrated with

How It Works

credits

Benefits

MediaSpaceTM as well as all leading
LMSs for recording, publishing,
editing, and viewing within the same
environment
• Interactive: Provides an easier
way for viewers to navigate long
videos, search for videos, and
switch between presentation and
multiple camera angles
• Consolidated: Uses Open Capture
Standard to ingest content
regardless of the software/
hardware employed

Presentation Capture and More
Kaltura CaptureSpace is the simplest way to turn presentations into video. Presenters can easily combine screen or
presentation capture with multiple cameras for example, capturing the presenter, the audience, and a close-up of a black
or whiteboard. Alternatively, lectures can be recorded with a simple audio feed over the presentation. But presentation
capture is only the beginning. CaptureSpace also enables:
TM

TM

End-to-End

Online training
Reduce costs and increase
productivity with training videos that
only need to be delivered once to
ensure uniform, eﬀective, on-demand
training for staﬀ

Seamless recording to viewng
Manages content in one place

Demonstrations
Create an easily accessible library of
ﬂawless lab or product demos that can
be watched on-demand

CaptureSpace

Flipped classrooms
Use classroom time more eﬀectively by
pre-recording lectures and presentations
so class can be reserved for discussion

Student Presentations

Empowers Creator

Engages Viewers

Records content anywhere
Intuitive integrated workﬂow

Interactive viewing
Easy search and navigation

Enable video-based homework and
presentations that can be recorded and
graded at the convenience of both
students and faculty

Technology and Deployment Options
• Recording capabilities currently available on Windows and Mac
• Viewing supported on any device
• Integrations with Kaltura MediaSpace , Blackboard, Canvas, Moodle, BrightSpace, Sakai*, Sharepoint 2013, and IBM Connections
TM

*Coming soon

Kaltura’s mission is to power any video experience. A recognized leader in the OTT TV (Over-the-top TV), OVP (Online Video Platform), EdVP
(Education Video Platform) and EVP (Enterprise Video Platform) markets, Kaltura has emerged as the fastest growing video platform, and as the one
with the widest use-case and appeal. Kaltura is deployed globally in thousands of enterprises, media companies, service providers and educational
institutions and engages hundreds of millions of viewers at home, in work, and at school. The company is committed to its core values of
openness, ﬂexibility, and collaboration, and is the initiator and backer of the world's leading open-source video-management project, which is
home to more than 100,000 community members. For more information visit www.kaltura.com, www.kaltura.org, or www.html5video.org.
Visit our CaptureSpace page at: http://corp.kaltura.com/Products/Video-Applications/Kaltura-CaptureSpace
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